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About Isha Foundation
Isha Foundation is a non-profit public service
organization with over two million volunteers around the
globe. From powerful yoga programs for inner
transformation to inspiring social projects, Isha has
been working to create an inclusive culture that is the
basis for global harmony and progress.
Isha’s activities gained worldwide recognition, especially
reflected in their Special Consultative status with the
UN Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC) since 2007.

Services delivered
● Content & Disqus Comments Migration
● Advertisement Integration
● Responsive WordPress Theme
● Multilingual Support
● Ongoing Support

The Project
The Isha Foundation approached rtCamp with the
following requirements:
1. Migrate Isha’s blog and all its content including
posts and media from one multisite to another: one:
www.ishafoundation.org/blog to
www.isha.sadhguru.org/blog.
2. Create a responsive WordPress theme that would
be used on the new site.
3. Migrate and properly map the Disqus comment
threads on over 2000 articles from the old site to
the new one.
4. Include multilingual support for all articles in the
new blog.
5. Integrate DoubleClick For Publishers (DFP) Ads on
the new site using dynamic conditional logic.

Implementation
rtCamp started the project off by developing and
deploying a responsive multisite theme that scaled well
across desktops, tablets and mobile devices. The
content and media from the existing microsites were
migrated to this new multisite network. Each of these
microsites was dedicated to a particular language–
Hindi, Malayalam, and Telugu.

Several of the 2000+ blog posts had nested Disqus
comment threads. rtCamp used the URL Mapper tool
from Disqus to migrate these and maintain their
structure.
In order to serve more relevant ads to Isha’s readers,
rtCamp implemented custom shortcodes for Google
DFP. These shortcodes would be dynamically loaded
based on the category and tags associated with each
page.

Results
rtCamp developed and implemented a custom
responsive theme, completed a full data migration and
integrated dynamic ads via Google DFP all within a span
of 3 weeks.

rtCamp was founded in 2009 and has always worked
exclusively with WordPress. We’ve grown by doing great
work and building a great place to work: our tagline is
“Good Work. Good People”.
We build enterprise WordPress websites, higher
performance eCommerce stores, and manage hosting
infrastructure for the biggest brands including
Facebook, News UK, and Vanguard. As one of the
WordPress VIP partners world-wide, we craft the
highest quality code and have access to the best
WordPress infrastructure.

